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We study fluctuations of survival probability in an open quantum system classically described by a map with a mixed phase space. Our results provide the first numerical support to theoretical predictions that such fluctuations have a fractal structure, quantitatively related to the algebraic decay of the classical survival probability. Quantum chaotic scattering is marked by rapid fluctuations of scattering amplitudes dependent upon energy and other control parameters. Such fluctuations are a quantum manifestation of classical fractal phase space structures. It was, in fact, recently found [1] that quantum phase distributions reproduce such classical structures down to a scale ϳh. Correlation functions of quantum scattering fluctuations are semiclassically related to decay laws of classical survival probabilities [2] : for instance, classical exponential decay, typical of pure hyperbolic situations, results in Lorentzian quantum correlations. In the framework of this general semiclassical theory it was pointed out in [3] that algebraic classical decay leads to quantum correlation functions (in energy) which follow a fractional power law, C͑DE͒ ϳ C͑0͒ 2 const 3 ͑DE͒ g at values of DE which are semiclassically small but quantum mechanically large (such that the semiclassical approximation remains valid over time scales ϳh͞DE). A similar behavior is to be expected of other types of correlation functions, too. Algebraic classical decay is, in particular, observed in the presence of a mixed phase space, where a chaotic component coexists with a hierarchy of residual stable islands; the latter give rise to a fractal structure which, unlike the hyperbolic case, has a positive measure. In such cases, fractional behavior should be expected of correlations of scattering fluctuations at small values of their arguments.
In particular, such a behavior should be detected in the conductance fluctuations of mesoscopic devices, which are observed on varying an external magnetic field, when the phase space of the corresponding classical system has a mixed structure.
Ketzmerick [4] has pointed out that, in the presence of such fractional behavior, the graph of conductance versus magnetic field must display a fractional fractal dimension when observed on not too small scales. Using certain assumptions (see below) which open the way to the analogy with fractional Brownian motion, he has proposed a relation between the fluctuation fractal dimension and the exponent of algebraic decay of certain classical probabilities. Experimental results about fractality of magnetoconductance fluctuations in gold nanowires were first reported in Ref. [5] ; more recently, Sachrajda et al. [6] have given experimental evidence of fractal fluctuations in mesoscopic realizations of soft billiards. However, Ketzmerick's relation could not be tested on such experimental findings, because the underlying classical dynamics is not so well controlled as to allow for reliable estimates of classical decay. On the other hand, severe difficulties stand in the way of testing the relation by quantum numerical simulations of realistic models, so the relation itself is neither experimentally nor numerically supported as yet.
In this paper we report the first numerical evidence in that sense. Our model system is described by a map which allows for efficient numerical simulation of both classical and quantum decay; the quantum survival probability at fixed time exhibits fractal fluctuations on changing an external parameter which has the meaning of an applied magnetic field, in quantitative agreement with Ketzmerick's prediction.
The system we study is a variant of the kicked rotor, known as the separatrix map [7] :
The map dynamics is chaotic in a bounded region of size DI ϳ 2kT around I 0, and becomes regular at large jIj, so it has a mixed phase space, due to hierarchical stable islands near the "chaos border" at the crossover from chaotic to regular motion ( Fig. 1 ). The parameter r sets scale lengths in I, as the dynamics is unchanged if k, r, and I are varied keeping their ratios constant. We "open" our system by restricting the dynamics (1) to I . 0, and by taking the line I 0 as an absorbing boundary. Because of long surviving orbits, which for a long time stick close to stable islands, a population initially concentrated inside the chaotic region decays in time with exponent ഠ1.34 [8] [9] [10] . The corresponding quantum map is obtained by the quantization rule I !hn 2ih≠͞≠u.
0031-9007͞00͞84 (1)͞63 (4) whereP is the projection on states n . 0. The phase f describes a Aharonov-Bohm magnetic fluxhf through the ring parametrized by u, and does not affect classical trajectories.
As we are dealing with survival probability rather than conductance, Ketzmerick's original argument has to be slightly modified as follows. We consider quantum dynamics on the discrete lattice parametrized by the quantum number n, and define survival probability at time t inside a sample of length N as
If the wave packet is initially concentrated at n n 0 , this can also be written as
where G f ͑n 0 , n, t͒ is the time dependent Green function. The quantum decay follows the classical one up to a time t H ϳ 1͞h. Then, if t ø t H , using the semiclassical expression for the Green function we get the semiclassical formula for the survival probability:
where the sum is over all classical paths which go from I 0 n 0h to I nh in time t without ever crossing I 0; S s and n s are the classical action and the Maslov index of the path labeled by s, and w s p j͓≠ 2 S͑I 0 , I͔͒͞≠I 0 ≠Ij. Changing f by df affects the actions of classical paths: dS s hQ s df at 1st order in df, where Q s is the total angle accumulated up to time t by the classical path labeled by s (multiples of 2p included). Accordingly, the quantum survival probability changes by dP P f1df ͑t͒ 2 P f ͑t͒ 1 2ph
In the semiclassical regime, classical actions S u and S s are much larger thanh, so the corresponding phase factors in (6) are rapidly fluctuating complex quantities. Assuming that, when taking averages over f, they behave as independent random variables as long as s fi u, we get a Gaussian distribution for dP, with variance:
We are interested in the small-df behavior of this expression. Sums like is the classical probability of going from n 0 to n, this assumption allows for replacing the semiclassical sums over n, s in (7) by integrals over the (integrated) normalized distribution F t ͑Q͒ of angles Q accumulated by classical paths up to time t:
with a proportionality factor dependent only on t. We further assume that F t ͑Q͒ approaches a limit distribution F͑Q͒ in the limit of large t, and that the latter distribution decays at large Q like
Then from (8) we easily get the fact that the variance of survival probability fluctuations scales at small df like
We also consider the correlation function C͑df͒ ͗P f ͑t͒P f1df ͑t͒͘ f .
As ͗P 2 f ͑t͒͘ f is independent of f, from (10) and (12) we immediately get
a result similar to one derived in [3] for energy-dependent correlations. Supplemented with Gaussian distribution of dP, statistical properties like (10) and (13) are typical of fractional Brownian motion, the graph of which has fractal dimension
This is Ketzmerick's relation [4] for conductance fluctuations, now shown to be valid also for survival probability at a fixed time.
In order for this relation to hold, certain conditions must be fulfilled: while t ø t H is required for the semiclassical approximations to hold, t must also be large enough for the correct distribution of angles to show up. Furthermore, even if t is consistent with such bounds, the distribution F t is truncated at some large Q max,t corresponding to the maximum possible angle a trajectory may accumulate up to that time. This cutoff spoils the validity of (10) at values of df less than ϳ1͞Q max,t . Therefore fluctuations will look fractal according to (14) on scales coarser than df min ϳ 1͞Q max,t .
We now return to our model system. We seth 1, so the semiclassical limit is approached as r !`, k !`, k͞r const, and n͞r const. Thus r plays the role of an inverse effective Planck's constant and its choice is of fundamental importance, because we need classical and quantum decays to agree over a quite long time. We set r 400, T 3.22, k 1, and n 0 40, and numerically compute the quantum evolution. We use a finite basis set 1 # n # 2000, which has 800 states in the regular region and ϳ400 states in the critical border region. In Fig. 2 , we plot classical and quantum decays, along with the statistics of accumulated angles.
At not too large Q, the statistics F t ͑Q͒ decays like the statistics P͑t͒ of survival times (Fig. 2) , and we argue that in the limit t !`it acquires the same algebraic decay, on the basis of the following rough argument. The tail of the distribution is mostly determined by orbits which at time t are stuck in the critical border region, therein accumulating large angles. Such orbits, according to (1) , have an average linear growth of Q in time. Therefore, the integrated distribution G͑Q f ͒ of the final angles Q f accumulated by the orbits at the time they are absorbed has the same decay law as the distribution of survival times. If a long-surviving orbit will eventually be absorbed at a time t with a final angle Q f , at a time t with 1 ø t , t it has accumulated an angle ϳQ f tt 21 ; hence the normalized distribution of angles at time t is
provided that Q , Q max,t . It is easy to see from (15) that at 1 ø Q ø Q max,t the distribution F t ͑Q͒ displays the same decay exponent as P͑t͒ and G͑Q f ͒. It follows that the value of g to be used in (14) is g 1.323͑9͒, as obtained from survival probability decays in Fig. 2 in agreement with known results [8, 9] .
So (14) predicts fractal dimension ഠ1.33. According to the above discussion, at a given time t this fractal structure should be observable on scales .df min ϳ 1͞Q max,t ϳ 1͑͞t lnr͒. Furthermore, as the validity of the theory is restricted to times less than the Heisenberg time t H ϳ r, at no time can formula (14) be expected to hold on scales smaller than ϳ1͑͞r lnr͒ (which in our case is of order e 28 ). To check this prediction, we have computed fluctuation patterns at four different times (two examples are given in Fig. 3 ), from which we have extracted fractal graph dimensions D and the exponents g C of correlation functions [formula (13)]. The inset of Fig. 4 shows such correlations.
Fractal dimensions have been computed by means of the modified box counting algorithm used in [6] : results are shown in Fig. 4 . We tested the algorithm, by computing fractal dimensions of curves generated by Fig. 3 . The graph of P f ͑t͒ vs f was covered by vertical strips of width df, and the largest excursion of P f ͑t͒ in each strip was recorded. Summing over all strips, and dividing the result by df, we obtained the quantity N͑df͒ plotted on the vertical axis. Diamonds correspond to t 1 10 4 , squares to t 2 4 3 10 4 . The corresponding dimensions are D 1 1.38 6 0.02 and D 2 1.34 6 0.03. The corresponding correlations are shown in the inset. Fitting them at small df with formula (14) (full lines) yields exponents g C equal to 1.33 6 0.02 and to 1.39 6 0.02, respectively. iterated function systems, for which D is analytically known [11] . The algorithm gives correct results, with but a slight overestimate of about 1%.
FIG. 4. Fractal analysis for the data shown in
Numerical results are summarized in Table I . The effect of the minimal resolution df min allowed by a given observation time is apparent: g C is close to 2 at small times, because the fluctuation graph is smooth on such poor resolution. Nevertheless it approaches the theoretical value g as t is increased. In parallel, the sum D 1 g͞2 (fourth column) comes quite close to 2, in satisfactory agreement with (14).
We have thus found that quantum fluctuations of survival properties in dependence of magnetic flux exhibit a fractal structure if observed on appropriate scales, in quantitative agreement with Ketzmerick's formula. Although not directly physically relevant, the model system we have used is one widely used in investigating effects of hierarchical stable islands, and results drawn from it (2) 1.34(2) 1.95 (8) can be considered representative of generic Hamiltonian systems with a mixed phase space. We thank G. Mantica for assistance in implementing the box-counting algorithm.
